Navigate a new retail environment
Now more than ever, there’s increased demand for personalized
customer experiences, contactless shopping and self-checkout
options, as well as an emphasis on last-mile delivery. Give your
employees devices that enable diverse customer interactions,
promote mobility, and provide easy access to the applications
they need to deliver great customer service.

Give retail operators and frontline workers access
to the best technology possible
Stay connected on the retail floor with Microsoft Surface devices.
● 2-in-1 Surface devices function as a tablet or laptop for
on-the-go workers
● Users interact naturally with a touchscreen, Type Cover
keyboard and Surface Pen* when they record orders,
take notes and more
● At just 1.2 lbs and 0.33 inches, the lightweight design of
Surface Go 2 makes it easy-to-carry for retail workers
● Accessories are available like ruggedized cases,
ergonomic accessories, and a variety of mouse options

Surface Go 2 has standard Wi-Fi with optional fast 4G LTE**

Secure, zero-touch deployment
Ship Surface devices directly to your employees deployed through
Windows Autopilot and managed through Microsoft Endpoint
Manager,* while still accommodating your unique company IT
requirements. Be assured Surface devices will be delivered to
employees with the personalized applications policies and settings
required to keep your business running smoothly.

Face the future confidently
Investing in reliable devices for your retail operators and frontline workers today can benefit them—and your
business—tomorrow. Surface products are secure, adaptable, and designed for whatever comes next.
● Keep devices secure with regular updates via Microsoft Endpoint Manager*
● Restrict access to only the apps and features your business needs

Learn more about Surface for Business devices

*Sold separately.
**Service availability and performance subject to service provider’s network. Contact your service provider
for details, compatibility, pricing, SIM card, and activation. See all specs and frequencies at Surface.com.
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